It is often necessary to convert local concentration measurements performed by Electron-Probe Micro Analysis or other spatial resolved techniques to global information at the sample scale. For example, for the analysis of heterogeneous catalyst, the concentration profile of uneven deposited elements in the grain have to be converted into a global information at the grain scale (total quantity of element [1] , thickness of deposited element [2] ). If the catalyst grain has a trivial shape (infinite plate and cylinder, sphere), simple analytical formula are amenable. Yet, non-trivial grain shapes cannot be handled so easily. Fortunately, some processes such as reaction-diffusion or imbibition lead to element distribution closely related to the distance to the surface of the sample. In that case, it is possible by a variable change to express the searched global quantity in function of the distance to the surface of the grain. The use of distance transform on image, allows to compute the desired global quantity with reasonable accuracy. Distance transform of a binary image is an image in which each pixel contains the minimal distance from this pixel to associated seeds, which are chosen in our case as the surface of the grain. It can be accurately and efficiently computed using queue algorithm and nearest neighbor transform [3] . In this work, we propose a general integration scheme allowing to compute global quantities at the grain scale from finite measurement points along a line and a picture of the section of the grain. We illustrate the application of this scheme on a simple model of reaction-diffusion chemical process.
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The general scheme of integration is described in Figure 1 and consists in:
1) acquisition of a picture (optical or scanning electron microscopy) of the section of a grain 2) binarization of the picture and calculation of its distance transform 3) calculation of the density of points dn(y)/dy in the grain at a distance y from the surface 4) calculation of y versus the distance to the start of a line profile x 5) acquisition of measurement along the line profile and integration of the desired quantity
The example of application originates from a simple model of metal deposition during hydroprocessing of oil residues [4] . We assume a first order kinetic and neglect both the transitional regime and the plugging of the pores of the catalyst. With these rough assumptions, the global concentration C of deposited metal and the mean depth of metal deposit L is given by simple analytical formula for the trivial shapes. These quantities are explicitly dependent of a well-known kinetic parameter in chemical engineering: the Thiele modulus  [5] .
First, we compare the result obtained with the proposed integration scheme with the theoretical results on the cylinder for a large range of Thiele modulus. We particularly study the influence of the line profile parameters (number of points, constant or variable step) on the accuracy. The proposed strategy allows to obtain a reasonable accuracy (<1% relative) for moderate values of the Thiele modulus where the concentration profile can be reasonably sampled. In a second step, we show that the approach still gives reasonable accuracy on multilobed grain shapes. Thus, this work propose an original method of integration of local measurement for non-trivial shapes of samples and a parametric study of the accuracy obtained by the method. 
